
 
Why choose our lab? 
 
 You have a chance publishing the 1st author paper with slightly higher than JEM, 

JCI, JACS.... (in terms of impact factor(I.F.) within your PhD study period in 
Kanazawa, so that you will be competitive in the academics. 

 
 You have a chance working together with a group of “relative crazy but really 

talented” physicists, physician and surgeons in our unit/center/institute and our 
collaborators. 

 
How to enter our lab? 
 
You can choose two graduate schools. 
 
 Institute for Frontier Science Initiative (InFIniti) for Master deg. 
 Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology for Master and PhD deg. 
 
You can choose one of PIs in the lab as your project supervisor.  
One is relative elder (40s) and the other is young (30s). 
 
To be directly supervised by the elder one, 
You should have at least one of the following to help you getting scholarship 
 Recommend from our friends or our current graduate students (Egypt or 

Indonesian)-as we do not know well about your local rankings. 
 Graduated from any Univ. in Hong Kong(SAR) or Singapore; OR 
 Graduated from Sichuan Univ. or above/~Top 10 in China; OR 
 Have a paper with I.F. in your master studies; OR 
 Have GPA not less than 3.8/4.0 scale; OR 
 Have a TOELF score close to 100, IELET close to 7.0 or TOEIC not less than 800. 
Feel free to discuss your scientific dream to me (in 
English/Chinese/Cantonese/Japanese) rwong@staff.kanazawa-u.ac.jp 
 
To be directly supervised by the younger one, 
 All are highly welcome. Anywhere, any scores. Really. -at least at this moment. 
 
Feel free to discuss to Dr. Hazawa. masaharu.akj@gmail.com 
 
No matter who is your project supervisor, all are our lab members.  
Surely NO any difference inside the lab or those recommendation letters in near 
future, as it is all depending on your contribution to the lab. 


